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• eDNA: What is present?

• eDNA is ubiquitous in the environment and this

property can be explored and utilized in

numerous applications.

• aDNA: What used to be present?

• Involves the isolation and analysis of old

degraded DNA which can provide a window into

the past (i.e. changes in biodiversity over time).

• Evolutionary Genomics: What happened along the

way?

• Sequencing and analyzing genomic datasets

from selected species we gain knowledge on

natural selection processes and the

evolutionary impacts of habitat/climate change.



A small multidisciplinary team who specialize in eDNA approaches for biomonitoring,

functional ecological studies, taxonomy and systematics. 
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A new way to monitor the 
environment



eDNA Assay Validation
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eDNA Best Practice and 
Standards
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Assay purpose and selection

1) The purpose of the assay is defined at the outset (Experimental Design).

2) Determine whether a species-specific, metabarcoding or combined approach is appropriate.

3) Develop and validate the assay to ensure it is fit for purpose.

4) Ensure that results are appropriate are relevant to management or regulatory authorities. 



Assay selection: Probe vs Metabarcoding



In-silico Testing of Assay



In-vitro Testing of Assay

Limit of Detection (LOD): the smallest concentration of 

DNA in a test sample that can easily be distinguished 

from zero (Blank or NTC).

Limit of Quantification (LOQ): The smallest 

concentration of DNA in a test sample that can be 

determined with acceptable repeatability and accuracy.



In-vitro Testing of Assay



PCR Inhibition and Degraded DNA

PLOS ONE | DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0124671, April 22, 2015

Low abundance

The importance of DNA input

Murray et al 2015



15,295bp

Standard barcode region is ~4% of the genome (~600bp)

eDNA: metabarcoding region is ~1.3% of the genome 

Environmental DNA metabarcoding



• Developing and apply eDNA techniques to address

biodiversity loss and sustainability

• Translate knowledge into outcomes

• Funded by BHP’s Social Investment Framework

• Builds and expands eDNA’s utility as a biological

monitoring tool

eDNA for Global Environment 
studies



eDGES Project 2: eDNA for subterranean 
fauna detection and conservation

• Develop new eDNA tools to describe subfauna

biodiversity (What’s beneath our feet?)

• Quantify how genetically different the organisms are

between sites (i.e. understand short range

endemism)

Aims:

• Sequence mitochondrial genomes (Beyond the

barcode) to provide the foundation for new eDNA

markers to be developed and applied

How:



15,295bp

eDGES Project 2: Moving Beyond the 
Barcode

14,983bp

OstracodaIsopoda Amphisopidae



eDGES Project 2: Moving Beyond the Barcode

14,782bp

Syncarida Brevisomabathynella pilbarensisAmphipoda Chydaekata acuminata

15,362bp



Thank you
Make tomorrow better.
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